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Ocean-generated magnetic field models of the Principal Lunar, M2, and

the Larger Lunar elliptic, N2, semi-diurnal tidal constituents were estimated

through a “Comprehensive Inversion” of the first 20.5 months of magnetic

measurements from ESA’s Swarm satellite constellation mission. While the

constellation provides important north-south along-track gradiometry infor-

mation, it is the unique low spacecraft pair that allows for east-west cross-

track gradiometry. This latter type is crucial in delivering an M2 estimate

of similar quality with that derived from over 10 yrs of CHAMP satellite data,

but over a shorter interval, at higher altitude, and during more magnetically

disturbed conditions. Recovered N2 contains non-oceanic signal, but is highly

correlated with theoretical models in regions of maximum oceanic amplitude.

Thus, satellite magnetic gradiometry may eventually enable the monitoring

of ocean electrodynamic properties at temporal resolutions of one to two years,

which may have important implications for the inference of ocean temper-

ature and salinity.

Key Points.

◦ Oceanic M2 tidal magnetic signal extracted from only 20.5 months of Swarm

data compared to >3.5 years of CHAMP data.

◦ Swarm gradiometry allows for extraction from higher altitude data com-

pared to CHAMP.

◦ Swarm gradiometry allows for extraction during more magnetically dis-

turbed times compared to CHAMP.
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1. Introduction

The spatial gradients of the solar and lunar gravity fields produce ocean tides involv-

ing the motion of electrically conducting sea water. In the presence of an ambient main

magnetic field, these tides induce electric fields in this moving conductor, which leads

to electric currents and resulting magnetic fields. The Principal Lunar semi-diurnal con-

stituent (M2) represents the tidal gravitational field of the Moon projected onto a circular,

equatorial orbit around the Earth. The Larger Lunar elliptic semi-diurnal constituent (N2)

represents the modulation of this tidal force due to the Moon’s elliptic orbit about Earth

that causes the Earth-Moon distance to oscillate. Additional constituents refine the rep-

resentation of the solar and lunar gravity field effects. Tyler et al. [2003] first showed that

ocean-generated magnetic fields could be detected in satellite magnetic measurements by

identifying the M2 tidal signal in early CHAMP satellite data. More recently, Sabaka

et al. [2015] successfully extracted the M2 signal from the CHAMP mission in the con-

text of their “Comprehensive Inversion” (CI) approach leading to the CM5 model. In

the CI method the major near-Earth magnetic field sources are parameterized and then

co-estimated to obtain optimal field separation [see Sabaka et al., 2002, 2004; Sabaka and

Olsen, 2006]. While CM5 used measured along-track magnetic field vector differences to

estimate the high-degree lithospheric field it did not use them for estimating M2. However,

given the strong gradiometric character of the Swarm constellation, it was decided to try

to estimate the two dominant semi-diurnal oceanic tidal constituents, that is, M2 (with

period TM2=12.42060122 hr) and N2 (with period of TN2=12.65834751 hr) from Swarm
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along-track and cross-track magnetic field differences from the first 20.5 months of the

mission using the CI method.

The Swarm mission was launched by the European Space Agency (ESA) on 22 Novem-

ber 2013 and consists of a trio of satellites; a pair of spacecraft flying side-by-side in polar

orbits separated by 1.4◦ in longitude with inclination 87.4◦ at mean altitudes of about

455 km as of January 2016, and a single satellite at a higher mean altitude of about

515 km as of January 2016 flying in a polar orbit with inclination 88◦ [Olsen et al., 2015].

Each satellite in this magnetic constellation has an absolute scalar magnetometer (ASM)

to measure the magnetic field intensity and a vector fluxgate magnetometer (VFM) to

measure the full magnetic field vector. In addition, a triple-head star imager allows for

the precise orientation of the field vector with respect to a know reference frame. Thus, all

three satellites contribute along-track differences, which are mostly north-south, while the

low-pair provide cross-track differences, which are mostly east-west, especially at low-mid

latitudes.

It has been demonstrated that lithospheric magnetic field modeling can benefit greatly

from the use of magnetic gradient data from satellites. For example, Kotsiaros et al. [2015]

and Sabaka et al. [2015] used along-track magnetic field differences from the CHAMP

satellite mission to enhance the recovery of the lithospheric field. The more advanced

constellation approach of Swarm was designed to provide simultaneous along-track and

cross-track gradients to fulfill its lithospheric field science objective [Friis-Christensen

et al., 2006], and has in fact produced the Swarm Initial Field Model (SIFM) [Olsen

et al., 2015]. Magnetic field differencing is useful for two reasons: (1) it amplifies small-
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scale structure [Sabaka et al., 2013], and (2) it eliminates large-scale structure, particularly

degree-1 external fields mostly due to the rapidly varying magnetospheric ring current,

which are manifested as uniform fields in satellite sampling shells. It is this second prop-

erty that suggests a possible use of gradiometry for extracting the weak signals associated

with oceanic tidal motion, which are typically < 2−3 nT at satellite altitude. This is a

worthy endeavor because time variable magnetic fields can sound Earth’s interior, thus

providing information about its conductive layers [Kuvshinov et al., 2006; Kuvshinov and

Olsen, 2006; Veĺımsky , 2010; Veĺımský , 2013; Püthe et al., 2015; Schnepf et al., 2015].

This paper reports on the tidal portion of a model, denoted as “CI1”, estimated from

Swarm magnetic gradiometry measurements using the CI approach and in particular,

focuses on the efficacy of using satellite gradiometry to extract ocean-generated signals.

Section 2 describes the methodology used to derive the model, that is, the data used and

a brief description of the model while Section 3 assesses the quality of the recovery of

the M2 and N2 tidal constituents and, in the former case, compares this with its recovery

from CHAMP satellite data.

2. Methodology

2.1. Data Selection

The data used is from the Swarm Level 1b archives and the selection procedure essen-

tially follows that of the SIFM [Olsen et al., 2015] and CHAOS-4 [Olsen et al., 2014] models

and includes measurements collected over a 20.5 month span from 28 November 2013 to

15 August 2015 during geomagnetic quiet times. Vector and scalar data are selected when

the strength of the magnetospheric ring-current, as measured by the RC index [see Olsen
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et al., 2014], is such that |dRC/dt|<2 nT/hr. In non-polar regions, defined as having

quasi-dipole (QD) latitudes [see Richmond , 1995] equatorward of ±55◦ QD latitude, the

geomagnetic activity due to solar particles, as measured by the Kp index [see Rangarajan,

1989], must be such that Kp≤20. For polar regions, defined as being poleward of ±55◦

QD latitude, the weighted average over the preceding 1 hr of the merging electric field at

the magnetopause [see Kan and Lee, 1979; Newell et al., 2007] must be below 0.8 mV/m.

Vector and scalar field data are only used in the nightside sector, defined to be the region

where the Sun is at least 10◦ below the horizon, but both scalar and vector along and

cross-track differences and complementary sums [see Sabaka et al., 2015] are used at all

local times. However, the selection criteria for dayside sums/differences (S/D) data are

relaxed to Kp≤30 and |dRC/dt|<3 nT/hr in order to include more data. No vector field

measurements, including S/D, are used in the polar regions. As with the SIFM model,

no gradient data are used in the region between ±10◦ QD latitude on the dayside so as

to avoid contamination by the Equatorial Electrojet (EEJ) [Richmond , 1973]. Further

information on how the vector and scalar data are transformed into S/D pairs may be

found in Olsen et al. [2015]; Sabaka et al. [2013].

In addition to the Swarm satellite data, observatory hourly-means (OHM) from 119

stations were also included in the model over the period 1 January 2013 to 16 June 2015.

These were taken from the corrected data set described in Macmillan and Olsen

[2013]. The selection was during geomagnetic quiet times, defined as Kp≤20 and

|dDst/dt|<2 nT/hr, and at all local times [Olsen et al., 2014]. Here the Dst index [see

Sugiura, 1964] plays a similar role to that of the RC index.
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2.2. Model Construction

The CI1 model development closely follows the procedures discussed in Sabaka et al.

[2013, 2015] where additional information may be found. Briefly, the model is composed

of several different source parameterizations, including:

1. Degree and order (D/O) 90 internal spherical harmonic expansion (SHE) for the

core and lithospheric fields.

2. D/O 13 internal SHE linear time dependence (linear secular variation).

3. D/O 1 external SHE for the magnetospheric and associated internal SHE for the

induced fields in 1 hr bins.

4. Ionospheric field similar to that of CM5, including accounting for 3-D induction in

the Earth’s interior via coupling matrices.

5. D/O 36 internal SHE for the M2 and N2 tidal fields with appropriate periodic vari-

ations identical in form to that used for M2 by Sabaka et al. [2015]. For instance, the

M2 magnetic potential at time rendered from an epoch when the mean Moon position

transits the Greenwich meridian, ∆t, and at geographic radius, colatitude, and longitude

(r, θ, φ), denoted by position vector r, is given by

VM2(∆t, r) = <

{
exp (iωM2∆t) a

36∑
n=1

(a
r

)n+1
n∑

m=−n

τmn Y
m
n (θ, φ)

}
, (1)

where <{·} takes the real part of the expression only, ωM2=2π/TM2 rads/hr is the an-

gular velocity, a is Earth’s mean radius (6371.2 km), and τmn is the complex coefficient

corresponding to the surface harmonic for degree n and order m

Y m
n (θ, φ) = Pm

n (cos θ) exp imφ, (2)
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where Pm
n is the Schmidt semi-normalized associated Legendre function. The M2 magnetic

field is then given by BM2(∆t, r)= −∇VM2(∆t, r). It should be noted that Sabaka et al.

[2015] used a D/O 36 truncation level to approximate the resolution of the original 5◦×5◦

block analysis of Tyler et al. [2003] and that it is used here for purposes of comparison

between CHAMP and Swarm.

6. Rotations between the common reference frame of the star imager and the VFM

parameterized as 3 Euler angles for each satellite in 10 day bins.

7. Observatory vector bias for each station.

The variance part of the formal error treatment uses uncertainties of 2.2 nT for field

and 0.3 nT for S/D data. The CI method employs “Selective Infinite Variance Weighting”

(SIVW), introduced in Sabaka et al. [2013], for mitigating the bias part of the error such

that the data/parameter sensitivity mapping is as follows:

1. Nominal core field (D/O 1−13) determined by all nightside data.

2. Nominal lithospheric field (D/O 14−90) determined by all field and difference data

except low-latitude dayside.

3. Ionospheric field determined by all except difference data.

4. Magnetosphere and associated induced determined by all data.

5. Nominal tidal fields determined by all field and difference data except low-latitude

dayside.

6. Euler angles determined by all vector data.

Although attitude error is not explicitly treated in this model (since data is only used

when at least two star imager heads provide attitude information), Huber weighting [Hu-
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ber , 2011] is applied in the reference system determined by the star imager boresight and

magnetic field directions [Holme and Bloxham, 1996; Sabaka et al., 2013] for field data

and in the local “North, East, Down” (NED) system for the S/D data.

The total number of parameters, including both nominal and nuisance, is 117,537 and

these are estimated in a least-squares sense by applying four Gauss-Newton iterations

[Sorenson, 1980]. A complete description and assessment of the CI1 model will be reported

in a forthcoming publication while the remainder of this paper will focus on its tidal field

results.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Theoretical Forward Models

It is beneficial to compare the Swarm M2 and N2 tidal constituents with theoretical

forward models. The method and model for simulating the tidal magnetic fields in this

study are similar to that of the Tyler simulation used in Sabaka et al. [2015]. The model

is an extension of Tyler et al. [2003], which implements finite differencing and spherical

harmonic decomposition to solve an approximate version of the electromagnetic induc-

tion equation over a global thin shell comprising the electrically conducting oceans and

sediments. In this application, electrical currents are generated by the interaction of the

tidal flow (prescribed using TPXO7.2 [Egbert and Erofeeva, 2002]) and the ambient main

magnetic field (D/O 15 internal SHE) from CM5 at epoch 2007.0 as in Sabaka et al.

[2015]. However, whereas the previous simulation assumed an insulating upper mantle to

provide an end-member estimate, the simulations here include a radially dependent expo-

nential profile with values of 10 S/m at 1000 km depth and 8.0× 10−3 S/m at the surface
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(more specifically, the bottom of the thin conducting shell comprising ocean and sedi-

ments). These mantle conductivity parameters fall within the range described in Püthe

et al. [2015] and are chosen such that the resulting low-degree portion of the M2 field

power spectrum falls between those of the CHAMP estimate of Sabaka et al. [2015] and

the Swarm estimate of this study, thus leading to fairer assessments of both estimates.

Including the conductive upper mantle requires numerical solution (rather than analytical

solution, as in Sabaka et al. [2015]) of an ordinary differential equation representing the

radial dependence of the induction equation in the upper mantle. Another difference is

that the ocean conductivity used is taken from a recently compiled data set calculated

from ocean temperature and salinity observations rather than their climatologies [Tyler

et al., 2016]. The method, resolution and other parameters in the M2 simulation here are

identical to those in Sabaka et al. [2015]. The method for the N2 simulation is identical

to that of M2, though with the N2 tidal flow used instead.

3.2. M2 Tide

The M2 tide is the dominant oceanic tidal constituent detectible at satellite altitude

[Tyler et al., 2003]. Its parameterization in the CI1 model is identical to that of CM5 where

the time-dependent coefficients are sinusoids of the M2 period TM2=12.42060122 hr, but no

other spatial/temporal information is imposed. The CI1 full-gradiometry Swarm results

will be compared to five other cases: (1) the theoretical forward model just described, (2)

the CHAMP results from the CM5 model [Sabaka et al., 2015], and variants to CI1 in which

(3) no north-south gradiometry is used (“NoNSG”), (4) no east-west gradiometry is used

(“NoEWG”), and (5) no gradiometry at all is used (“NoG”). It should be noted that in
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these final three cases the eliminated gradient data are replaced by the equivalent field data

whose dayside portion is subsequently not used in determining the tidal constituent. This

is done in order to retain the same basic measurements in each case for fairer comparisons.

This is reflected in the satellite measurement counts given in Table 1. Each case also

includes 465,747 vector OHM measurements from the ground geomagnetic observatories.

An initial assessment is provided by a comparison of magnetic power in the form of a

modification to the Rn(r) spectrum of Lowes [1966], which measures the mean-squared

magnitude of the M2 magnetic field, BM2 , over a surface Ω of radius r per spherical

harmonic degree n, but now includes a time average over TM2 given by [Sabaka et al.,

2015]

1

4πr2TM2

∫ TM2

0

∫
Ω

|BM2(t, r)|
2 dΩ dt =

36∑
n=1

Rn(r), (3)

where

Rn(r) = (n+ 1)
(a
r

)2n+4
{

1

2

∣∣τ 0
n

∣∣2 +
n∑

m=1

[
|τmn |

2 +
∣∣τ−m

n

∣∣2]} . (4)

For this comparison, r is the position vector to a sphere of Earth mean radius r=a.

Figure 1 shows the Rn spectra with power from all models peaking at degrees n=5−6,

but a substantially weaker field from CHAMP. Power from the CHAMP and Swarm full-

gradiometry models begin to rise beyond n=18 (shown by the vertical dashed line) and

this is taken as the truncation level for the trust region. Note that at the highest degrees

the Swarm model shows less extraneous power. The Swarm models with limited gradient

data begin to diverge much sooner at about n=9 with the “NoG” case showing the most

power. However, it is interesting to see that it appears to be more detrimental when
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eliminating east-west, “NoEWG”, as opposed to north-south, “NoNSG”, gradients, at

least with respect to extraneous power.

A comparison based upon spatial patterns is shown in Figure in the form of the ampli-

tude and phase of the radial magnetic component, Br, of the M2 fields. From eq. 1 the

radial magnetic field at time ∆t and position r is given by

Br(∆t, r) = <
{

exp (iωM2∆t) B̃r(r)
}
, (5)

where

B̃r(r) =
36∑
n=1

(n+ 1)
(a
r

)n+2
n∑

m=−n

τmn Y
m
n (θ, φ) (6)

is a complex number whose amplitude and argument are the amplitude and phase of Br.

Because of the construction of ∆t, this is the Greenwich phase, which measures the angular

lag of high tide after the mean Moon’s transit over the Greenwich meridian. The maps

are generated at an altitude of 430 km for degrees n=1−36. The degrees beyond n=18

were included in order to illustrate the effects of including gradient data. The simulated,

CHAMP and Swarm full-gradiometry cases appear to agree fairly well with respect to

the largest features and many smaller features in both the amplitude and phase maps.

The Swarm cases with limited gradient data suggest less degradation when excluding

north-south gradients as opposed to east-west gradients, not surprisingly in the form of

longitudinal striping. Figures 1 and make a strong case for the efficacy of gradiometry

data from the Swarm constellation in resolving the oceanic M2 tidal constituent. While

north-south gradients can be provided by any single satellite in polar orbit, the apparently

crucial east-west gradients can only be provided by the unique orbital design of the Swarm

low-pair.
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To further emphasize the strong performance of the Swarm constellation design, Fig-

ure shows the altitude of the CHAMP satellite over its ∼10 yr mission lifetime and the

mean-altitude of the Swarm low-pair over the first 20.5 months of the mission. In addi-

tion, the F10.7 solar radiation index is also shown on the same plot. These two quantities

greatly affect the signal-to-noise ratio of the M2 signal: (1) because the magnetic field

is a potential field, its strength weakens with distance from source, and (2) greater solar

activity, as tracked by the F10.7 index, causes higher magnetic disturbance levels, which

hamper the M2 recovery. With this in mind, note that in the last ∼3.5 yrs of the CHAMP

mission (shown as vertical dashed lines) the altitude was < 350 km and solar activity was

F10.7<80×10−22Wm−2Hz−1. These low values provide optimal conditions for the recovery

of M2. In contrast, the mean-altitude of the Swarm low-pair was > 450 km while the

solar activity was almost twice as high at F10.7∼140 × 10−22Wm−2Hz−1. Furthermore,

the data window for Swarm is only 20.5 months. This suggests the possibility of mon-

itoring temporal variations in the magnetic M2 signal continuously through unfavorable

solar conditions. This could be valuable in inferring the associated fluctuations in the

ocean electrical conductivity, from which variations in temperature and salinity might be

inferred.

3.3. N2 Tide

The second lunar semi-diurnal constituent co-estimated in CI1 is the N2 tide with period

TN2=12.65834751 hr. This tidal signal was detected in the power spectrum of CHAMP

data over the Indian ocean by Maus and Kuvshinov [2004] and is approximately one-

quarter of the strength of M2 at Earth’s surface. Figure shows the Rn spectrum of eq. 3
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computed from CI1 (red) and the theoretical model of Tyler (green) at Earth’s surface.

Although the CI1 power is significantly larger than that of the theoretical model, they

do have similar local peaks at n=5 and 6 for CI1 and Tyler, respectively, and although

the CI1 power begins to ramp up slightly after n=10, the largest excursions begin above

n=15 (vertical dashed line) and so this is the truncation level of the CI1 N2 model used

for further comparison.

Figure shows a series of maps of the magnitude of the N2 tidal magnetic field averaged

over its period of TN2=12.65834751 hr defined at position r as

|BN2(r)| =
1

TN2

∫ TN2

0

|BN2(t, r)| dt. (7)

For this comparison, the maps are computed for an altitude of 430 km for degrees n=1−15.

Looking at the top row, the maps of Tyler (left column) and CI1 (middle column) indicate

that there is evidently much signal in the CI1 model that does not correspond to oceanic

sources. Therefore, the CI1 map was redrawn (right column), but only in the regions

where its time-averaged correlations, ρ(r), with the Tyler model were above 0.7 as defined

by

ρ(r) =
1

TN2

∫ TN2

0

B1(t, r) ·B2(t, r)

|B1(t, r)| |B2(t, r)|
dt, (8)

where B1 and B2 represent the two N2 tidal magnetic fields being correlated. Although

the magnitudes do not agree particularly well, it is interesting to see that regions where

ρ(r) > 0.7 generally correspond to regions of highest magnitude in the oceanic signal of

Tyler, such as the Indian and north Atlantic oceans and the area around New Zealand.

This suggests that while the oceanic part of the tide may be present in CI1, there are

additional sources present.
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In order to address this, the N2 signals from Tyler and CI1 were decomposed into

eastward and westward propagating modes, i.e., terms corresponding to negative and

positive m, respectively, in eq. 1. The non-propagating modes corresponding to m=0

were distributed equally between those eastward and westward. These are shown in the

middle row (eastward) and bottom row (westward) of Figure in the same form as the top

row. Most of the extraneous CI1 signal is seen to propagate westward. This may provide

useful insight into the nature of the unresolved source as ionospheric currents also show

disproportionate energy in their westward propagation at luni-solar frequencies.

4. Conclusions

The M2 and N2 tidal constituents have been retrieved from a CI model, denoted CI1,

based upon the first 20.5 months of Swarm satellite data. Comparisons with theoretical

tidal simulation models, and in the case of M2, the CM5 model based upon CHAMP data,

show the efficacy of the Swarm constellation design in delivering gradiometry information

that can be used in successfully extracting these tides. This is noteworthy since the

20.5 month interval is significantly shorter than the >10 yr CHAMP mission, which

includes the ∼3.5 yr optimal window of low-altitude and low solar activity at the end

of the mission. Comparisons also show that the unique east-west cross-track differences

between the Swarm spacecraft low-pair are more important in eliminating extraneous

signal than the along-track north-south differences with regard to the oceanic M2 field. It

should be noted that the orbital planes of the high versus the low-pair Swarm satellites

are not expected to be maximally separated until ∼4 yrs into the mission and this 90◦

orbital plane configuration is the best for separation of external fields. It is therefore
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likely that even better models can be made over an 18−24 month window as the mission

progresses, which allows for a higher rate of sampling of the electrodynamic properties of

the ocean.

Although the weaker N2 tidal constituent of CI1 appears to contain significant signal

from sources other than the ocean, point-wise correlations with a theoretical forward

model provide some confidence that the models are more similar in regions of maximum

oceanic N2 signal strength. A decomposition of the signal into eastward and westward

propagating modes indicates that the westward modes have more energy, which is in

keeping with solar-fixed sources in the ionosphere. Future work will focus on using such

anomalies to better separate the oceanic from external sources for all tidal constituents.

Through its unique configuration, the Swarm mission is providing unprecedented types

of observations that can be used for the separation of various magnetic field sources, and

when combined with the CI approach this makes for a powerful analysis tool. As the

mission progresses it is expected that additional data will help in deriving even better

tidal models, not only for M2, but for other constituents like N2 and the major diurnal

modes K1 and O1. These tidal models are available to the community by contacting the

authors directly.
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Table 1. Number of Satellite Vector and Scalar Single and S/D Pair Measurements used in

each CI1 Model Variant.
Full NoNSG NoEWG NoG

Single Vector 564,129 2,448,393 1,549,869 3,434,133
Single Scalar 613,717 3,661,939 2,210,395 5,258,617

S/D Vector Pair 1,435,002 492,870 942,132 0
S/D Scalar Pair 2,322,450 798,339 1,524,111 0
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Figure 1. The Rn spectra [Lowes , 1966] of the time-averaged oceanic M2 tidal magnetic

field at Earth’s mean surface (r=6371.2 km) from n=1−36 for the theoretical forward model

of Tyler (green), the estimate from CHAMP (blue), and the estimates from Swarm using full

gradiometry (red), no gradiometry (“NoG”, black), no east-west gradients (“NoEWG”, magenta),

and no north-south gradients (“NoNSG”, cyan). The vertical dashed line at n=18 shows the

point above which the CHAMP and full-gradiometry Swarm spectra begin to diverge from the

theoretical model.
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Figure 2. The amplitude (top two rows) and Greenwich phase (bottom two rows) of the
Br component of the oceanic M2 tidal magnetic field at 430 km altitude computed from the
theoretical forward model of Tyler, the estimate from CHAMP, and the estimates from Swarm
using full gradiometry, no north-south gradients (“NoNSG”), no east-west gradients (“NoEWG”),
and no gradiometry (“NoG”) for n=1−36.
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Figure 3. The altitude of CHAMP (blue) and the mean-altitude of the Swarm low-pair (green)

as indicated by the left scale, and the F10.7 solar radiation index (red) as indicated by the right

scale. The vertical dashed lines delineate the approximate window of low-altitude and low solar

activity during the CHAMP mission.
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Figure 4. The Rn spectra [Lowes , 1966] of the time-averaged oceanic N2 tidal magnetic field

at Earth’s mean surface (r=6371.2 km) from n=1−36 for the theoretical forward model of Tyler

(green) and the estimate from Swarm using full gradiometry (red). The vertical dashed line at

n=15 shows the point above which the full-gradiometry Swarm spectrum begin to diverge from

the theoretical model.
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Figure 5. The time-averaged magnitude of the oceanic N2 tidal magnetic field for n=1−15

(top row), its eastward propagating modes (middle row), and its westward propagating modes

(bottom row), at 430 km altitude computed from the theoretical forward model of Tyler (left

column), the estimate from Swarm using full gradiometry (middle column), and the Swarm

estimate shown only for regions in which its time-averaged correlations, ρ, with the theoretical

model are above 0.7 (right column). The color scale saturates at 0.4 nT.
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